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Abstract

For a long time, secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was the only technique allowing impurity concentrations below 1 at% to be
precisely measured in a sample with a depth resolution of few nanometers. For example, SIMS is the classical technique used in microelec-
tronics to study dopant distribution in semiconductors and became, after radiotracers were forsaken, the principal tool used for atomic
transport characterization (diffusion coefficient measurements). Due to the lack of other equivalent techniques, sometimes SIMS could
be used erroneously, especially when the analyzed solute atoms formed clusters, or for interfacial concentration measurements (segregation
coefficient measurements) for example. Today, concentration profiles measured by atom probe tomography (APT) can be compared to
SIMS profiles and allow the accuracy of SIMS measurements to be better evaluated. However, APT measurements can also carry artifacts
and limitations that can be investigated by SIMS. After a summary of SIMS and APT measurement advantages and disadvantages, the com-
plementarity of these two techniques is discussed, particularly in the case of experiments aiming to measure diffusion and segregation
coefficients.
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Introduction

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a primary technique
allowing for quantitative measurement of impurity concentration
in materials at the nanometric scale. During measurement, a pri-
mary ion beam (Cs+, O2

+ etc.) is used to sputter the sample while a
small fraction of the sample atoms (<1%) that are ionized during
this process (secondary ions) is collected. The mass of these ions
is then determined using a mass analyzer (Benninghoven et al.,
1987). Dynamic (D) SIMS (the most common) allows one-
dimensional (1D) concentration profiles of a selected impurity
to be measured in material bulk with a sub-nanometer depth res-
olution, using a sector field mass analyzer. D-SIMS is widely used
to determine diffusion profiles of impurities (concentrations lower
than 1%) in materials. Nanoscale (nano) SIMS, which also uses a
magnetic sector mass analyzer with multicollection (parallel col-
lection of 5–7 different ionic species using 5–7 different detec-
tors), allows 2D imaging with high-resolution spatial analysis
(of the order of 50 nm) thanks to the scanning of the sample sur-
face with a microprobe. Nano-SIMS is often used to determine 2D
maps of impurity concentration variations in materials, such as
concentration variations due to impurity segregation on extended
defects such as grain boundaries (GBs). Time-of-flight (TOF)
SIMS is more appropriate for 2D surface analysis or depth

profiling in the near surface region. The TOF technique does
not produce quantitative analyses (semi-quantitative), but allows
the simultaneous analysis (2D mapping) of any element isotope
on the sample surface. SIMS is a destructive technique since a cra-
ter is created in the sample during analysis, and needs a smooth
surface for good depth resolution (the surface roughness being
mostly amplified during sputtering). Quantitative SIMS analysis
is generally dedicated to the measurement of concentrations lower
than 1 at% due to matrix effects. For D-SIMS, the size of the probed
area is in the hundreds of micrometers squared and the detection
limit is about 1015 to 1016 at/cm3 (0.02–0.2 ppm). The SIMS sig-
nal needs a reference sample for concentration calibration. The
two main SIMS aberrations are the matrix and the mixing effects.
The matrix effect is related to the variation of the ionization yield
of the elements versus the sample bulk concentration (or some-
times the crystallographic orientation) (Saha & Chakraborty,
2013). In this case, the SIMS signal is no longer proportional to
the analyzed element concentration and cannot be simply cali-
brated using a reference sample. Usually, these analysis conditions
occur for concentrations larger than 1 at%, limiting the use of
SIMS for impurity concentration measurements. However, the
ionization yield is generally not significantly different between
isotopes, allowing high concentration profiles of matrix isotopes
to be measured by SIMS (Südkamp et al., 2013). The mixing effect
is related to the ion-beam mixing induced in the sample by the
sputtering process, leading to distortions in the measured con-
centration profile (Zalm & Vriezema, 1992; Portavoce et al.,
2009). D-SIMS measurements correspond to a large area (ana-
lyzed region of tens to hundreds of micrometer square) and
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allow the measurement of deep concentration profiles (up to sev-
eral micrometers if needed).

Atom probe tomography (APT) allows the atomic scale 3D
reconstruction of a small volume (typically ∼100 × 100 × 100 nm3)
of the sample (Larson et al., 2013). During the analysis, the ionized
atoms of the sample (shaped as a tip with a tens-of-nanometers
radius) are sequentially field evaporated, in order to determine
their spatial coordinates in the sample and their mass. About
50% of the atoms contained in the sample are detected and can
be used to determine the 3D atomic distribution in the evaporated
sample. With the exception of complex cases, such as materials
made of several phases or elements with significant evaporation
field differences preventing APT experimental conditions free of
evaporation/reconstruction aberrations to be found, APT allows
direct concentration measurements (no need for calibration, no
matrix effect, no mixing effect) in the three directions of space.
The sample being defined as atoms distributed in a 3D volume,
APT allows numerous statistical analyses to be performed in
the reconstructed volume. It is a destructive technique since the
sample needs to be shaped into a tip, usually by focused ion
beam (FIB) milling, before being atomically evaporated (Larson
et al., 2013). Despite the high detection yield (about 50%), the
APT detection limit (∼1018–5 × 1019 at/cm3) is lower than that
of SIMS due to the limited size of the analyzed volumes. APT
can suffer from numerous aberrations, mainly related to evapora-
tion field effects, such as local magnification or evaporation
between electrical or laser pulses (Vurpillot et al., 2000; Sha &
Cerezo, 2005).

APT has already been used to study atomic transport (Kresse
et al., 2013; Toyama et al., 2014; Mühlbacher et al., 2015;
Aboulfadl et al., 2019), and combining SIMS and APT measure-
ments has already been shown to be beneficial for measuring nar-
row distributions of solutes located close to an interface, aberrations
being of different nature for these two techniques (Ronsheim et al.,
2008). Due to the small sizes of the analyzed volumes, and due
to the (atomic) scale of APT data, APT cannot offer the same sta-
tistics as SIMS. However, as SIMS measurements provide the global
atomic distribution, and APT measurements provide localized
atomic sub-distributions in the sample (in extended defects for
example), SIMS and APT together can provide an interesting
outlook on the chemical distribution in samples (Martinez et al.,
2011). In this paper, the benefit of coupling SIMS and APT
measurements is discussed in the case of materials containing
atomic clustering and/or extended defects such as GBs in polycrys-
talline materials, in particular when studying atomic diffusion and
atomic segregation. When possible, scanning transmission electron
microscopy high-angle annular dark-field (STEM-HAADF) imag-
ing was also compared to SIMS and APT profiles. This technique
allows the heavy element distribution to be determined in cross-
sectional samples, since the STEM-HAADF intensity is propor-
tional to the mean atomic number Z1.5 along the projection (Yan
et al., 1998). The STEM-HAADF signal is not quantitative, but
should be proportional to composition. Furthermore, STEM-
HAADF profiles should not have aberrations comparable to
those of SIMS or APT profiles.

Materials and Methods

In the current paper, the impurity diffusion sources were created
either by implantation in the bulk of the samples or by deposition
on the surface of the samples. Most implantations were performed
using commercial implanters, unless otherwise indicated, and

layer deposition was performed using a commercial magnetron
sputtering system. For example, the W and the Ga sources were
implanted in Si(001) (De Luca et al., 2014) and Ge(001) (Luo
et al., 2018), respectively. The Pt source was implanted in a poly-
crystalline Ni2Si layer grown by reactive diffusion. The Ge source
was implanted in a nano-crystalline Si layer grown by chemical
vapor deposition (Portavoce et al., 2008). SIMS measurements
were performed using a CAMECA IMS 3F or IMS 7F system,
using either an O2

+ or O+ primary ion beam exhibiting energies
between 3 and 10 keV. The size of the analyzed area was between
30 and 60 µm2, and the analysis depth was measured using a KLA
Tencor AlphaStep IQ profiler. The SIMS crater roughness after
analysis was checked using a 3D Profiler (maximum roughness
<34 nm). Sample preparation for APT analysis was performed
using a FEI Helios 600 Nanolab FIB microscope. The distance
between the SIMS crater and the region lifted-out for APT
measurements on the same sample was between 0.3 and 1 cm.
A Ni protection film was deposited at room temperature by mag-
netron sputtering on the samples before being processed by FIB
(Portavoce et al., 2014). APT analyses were performed using a
CAMECA LEAP 3000X-HR microscope in the pulsed laser
mode. The analyses were carried out between 20 and 70 K, with
a laser pulse frequency of 100 kHz, using a laser power between
0.15 and 1.2 nJ and an average detection rate of two ions per
1,000 laser pulses.

Precise sample fabrication and impurity implantation condi-
tions, as well as SIMS and APT measurement conditions for
each studied case can be found in the cited references.

Results and Discussion

The common method used to determine diffusion coefficients in
solid materials is based on the measurement of 1D concentration
profiles (Portavoce et al., 2012b). The diffusion profiles are fitted
using a model (Portavoce et al., 2004b, 2010, 2012a, 2012b; De
Luca et al., 2014) in which the diffusion coefficient is a parameter
that is adjusted in order to get the best fit between the simulated
and the experimental diffusion profiles. The experimental profile
can be reproduced either using a numerical simulation (Portavoce
et al., 2010, 2012a, De Luca et al., 2014) or using the solution
of the diffusion equation corresponding to the appropriate diffu-
sion annealing conditions (Mehrer, 2007; Portavoce et al., 2008).
In either approach, the accuracy of the experimental profiles is
of primary importance. For atomic diffusion corresponding to
atomic transport of diluted elements in a given matrix (dilute
solid solution), D-SIMS is currently the main technique used to
measure diffusion profiles with the aim of determining “diffusion
coefficients” (different from “intrinsic diffusion coefficients” in
highly-concentrated solid solutions).

For example, Figure 1 presents W diffusion profiles measured
by SIMS in a Si(001) substrate (De Luca et al., 2014). The initial
W distribution before diffusion annealing is shown using (red)
solid squares, exhibiting a quasi-Gaussian shape with a maximum
concentration located at a depth of ∼60 nm. After annealing, the
maximum concentration of the W distribution shifts toward the
surface and the W distribution shape becomes almost linear on
a logarithmic scale. According to these observations, W atoms did
not cluster since all the W atoms diffused during annealing, and
W diffusion does not correspond to Fick diffusion. However,
Figure 2 shows the superimposition of the SIMS profile (solid
squares) measured in the sample annealed at 837°C for 48 h,
with the concentration profile measured by APT (solid line)
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and the STEM-HAADF intensity (open circles) measured on a
cross-section of the same sample. The HAADF intensity is in
good agreement with the APT profile, showing a Gaussian distri-
bution of W atoms located at the same depth as the maximum
concentration of the initial Gaussian distribution (before diffu-
sion, Fig. 1). This distribution, not observed in the SIMS profile,
corresponds to W clusters that have formed during the diffusion
annealing. The clusters are well resolved in APT volumes as well
as in high resolution (HR)-TEM and STEM-HAADF images
(De Luca et al., 2014). The SIMS discrepancy is probably due to
a matrix effect between bulk Si and the W-rich clusters, suggest-
ing a lower W ionization yield in the clusters. In this example,
APT measurements were used to select the accurate SIMS profiles
that could be successfully used to determine the W diffusion
mechanism and the W diffusion coefficient in Si (De Luca
et al., 2014).

Figure 3 presents two Ga diffusion profiles (650°C for 7 days—
open circles, and 750°C for 3 h—open squares) measured by
SIMS on a Ge(001) substrate. After diffusion, the Ga distribution
shows a “bump” centered on the maximum concentration of the
initial profile (before diffusion, open triangles), corresponding to
immobile Ga atoms. The maximum concentration corresponding
to mobile Ga atoms corresponds to ∼1 × 1020 and 1.3 × 1020 at/cm3

at 650 and 750°C, respectively (see dashed lines in Fig. 3). This
type of observation is common in diffusion profiles. It is generally
related to the formation of clusters. The maximum concentration

of mobile impurities in the SIMS profile measured after annealing
corresponds to the solubility limit of the impurity at the corre-
sponding annealing temperature (Portavoce et al., 2004b). One
can note that, as expected, the Ga solubility limit determined
from the SIMS profiles is found to be higher at 750°C than at
650°C. However, these values are significantly lower than the
expected solubility limit of Ga (∼4.5 × 1020 at/cm3) in Ge
(Gokhale & Abbaschian, 1990). APT measurements reveal that
Ga atoms form disk-shaped accumulations in the sample during
diffusion annealing (Luo et al., 2018). The inset in Figure 3
shows a volume of an APT sample measured after annealing at
700°C for 30 min. The red and black dots correspond to Ge
and Ga atoms, respectively. The black volume delimited by a
3 at% Ga iso-concentration surface shows one of these Ga accu-
mulations. They contain approximately 3–5 at% Ga and exhibit
an average thickness of ∼2 nm, and an average diameter of
∼5 nm. Analysis of the atomic density in the Ga accumulation
vicinity did not reveal any density variations with respect to the
Ge matrix, suggesting that local magnification did not affect the
measurements. Figure 4 presents the comparison between a
SIMS profile (blue open squares with solid line) and a concentra-
tion profile measured by APT (red open triangles) in the vicinity
of the immobile Ga distribution in the same sample. The concen-
tration error in the SIMS profiles has been estimated to be ∼6% by
measuring, several times, the concentration in the same sample
with the same experimental conditions. This error is about the
size of the square symbols used in the SIMS profile, and thus can-
not explain the difference observed between SIMS and APT mea-
surements. The difference between SIMS and APT in the region
of immobile Ga (depth <50 nm) could be linked to the SIMS
matrix effect related to the Ga accumulations. One can note
that SIMS and APT measurements are in quite good agreement
for depths between 50 and 100 nm. At depths larger than
100 nm, the concentration measured by APT is found to be
lower than in the SIMS profile. These differences can also be
linked to the statistical difference between SIMS and APT data,
the APT measurement being not representative of the global Ga
distribution in the sample due to Ga composition fluctuations
related to the distribution of Ga accumulations. However, the
comparison between the APT Ga concentration profiles corre-
sponding to the entire Ga distribution (red open triangles) and
to the solute Ga atoms (black open squares) confirms that the
immobile Ga atoms correspond to the disk-shaped Ga

Fig. 2. Comparison between SIMS (black) and APT (red) W concentration profiles (left
axis) and the HAADF intensity (blue, right axis) measured in the same Si(001) sub-
strate implanted with a W+ ion dose of 1015 ions/cm2 and annealed at 837°C for
48 h (De Luca et al., 2014). The SIMS profile is also presented in Figure 1. The max-
imum error in the APT profile is superimposed (in black) on the APT legend.

Fig. 3. Gallium SIMS profiles measured in Ge(001) substrate before annealing (trian-
gles) and after annealing at 650°C for 7 days (circles) and at 750°C for 3 h (squares).
The inset shows a sample of an APT volume: red and black points correspond to Ge
and Ga atoms, respectively. The black volume corresponds to a Ga iso-concentration
surface of 3% (Luo et al., 2018). The two dashed lines show the maximum concentra-
tions of mobile Ga at the two different temperatures 650 and 750°C.

Fig. 1. Tungsten SIMS profiles measured in Si(001) wafers implanted with a W+ ion
dose of 1015 ions/cm2 using a beam energy of 165 keV and annealed at 837 and
934°C for 48 h (De Luca et al., 2014).
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accumulations. TEM observations showed that the size and depth
location of the Ga-rich defects match the size and depth location
of dislocation loops present in the samples (Luo et al., 2018).
Thus, the Ga accumulations are not related to the formation
of Ga precipitates due to phase separation between Ga and Ge
(Gokhale & Abbaschian, 1990), but to Ga segregation on disloca-
tion loops, explaining the observation of Ga accumulations for Ga
concentrations below the solubility limit in Ge. The increase of Ga
solute atom concentration with temperature is not related to the
increase of Ga solubility with temperature, as is usually assumed
from the SIMS measurements, but to the usual decrease of the
equilibrium segregation driving force when the temperature
increases (Portavoce et al., 2004a; Fournier Dit Chabert et al.,
2007). In the present case, the diffusion model used to determine
the Ga diffusion coefficients from the fit of the experimental SIMS
profiles should not include precipitation but segregation on dislo-
cation loops.

Diffusion in polycrystals is complicated by the presence of sev-
eral diffusion paths such as grains, GBs, and triple junctions (TJs),
with different diffusion coefficients (Portavoce et al., 2012b),
leading to different kinetic regimes [A, B, and C from Harrison
(1961)]. 2D or 3D modeling is needed in order to take into
account diffusion in every diffusion path (Portavoce et al., 2008,
2010, 2012b). Furthermore, the mathematical solutions of the dif-
fusion equations used to extract diffusion coefficients from exper-
iments require precise knowledge of the kinetic regime (A, B, or
C) in which the diffusion takes place (Harrison, 1961; Gilmer &
Farrell, 1976a, 1976b; Mehrer, 2007; Portavoce et al., 2008).
SIMS and APT coupling is thus of high interest. SIMS measure-
ments inform on the global distribution of the impurity (Fig. 5)
with significant statistics, due to the large lateral length of the ana-
lyzed region, and on a significant length scale that can be several
microns deep (the larger the diffusion length, the smaller the dif-
fusion coefficient error). While APT allows the impurity diffusion
profiles to be measured in a single grain, a single GB, and a single
TJ as shown in Figure 6 (Chellali et al., 2011, 2013; Stender et al.,
2011). For example, Figure 5 presents the Pt SIMS profiles mea-
sured before (black solid line) and after (red solid line) Pt diffu-
sion at 450°C for 1 h in a polycrystalline Ni2Si layer grew on a
SiO2/Si substrate. The shape of the diffusion profile suggests
that Pt diffusion occurred in the kinetic regime B. Indeed, during
annealing in this kinetic regime, atoms diffuse simultaneously in
grains and GBs. However, the atom diffusion length in grains is
significantly larger than the GB width, but significantly smaller
than the average grain lateral size. In this case, in a semi-infinite

matrix, the diffusion profile exhibits a typical shape with a
Gaussian part corresponding to lattice diffusion (in grains), and
a linear part corresponding to GB diffusion as well as to diffusion
between grains and GBs. This profile can be modified in thin
films, since the matrix size is finite and since backward diffusion
can also occur in grains once the atoms have reached the film
interface via GB diffusion (the interface acts as a second diffusion
source). In this case, the profile is similar to the profile shown in
Figure 5 for Pt, with a concentration increase close to the Ni2Si/
SiO2 interface due to the back-diffusion from the interface toward
the grains of the layer, resulting from atoms arriving at the inter-
face by GB diffusion (Gilmer & Farrell, 1976a, 1976b; Blum et al.,
2008). Thus, the GB diffusion coefficient could be extracted from
this diffusion profile using the thin film solution of the 2D Fisher
model in the kinetic regime B, without considering Pt cluster for-
mation, since all the Pt atoms seem mobile during annealing
(Gilmer & Farrell, 1976a, 1976b). As expected, APT measure-
ments performed in the same sample detected only randomly dis-
tributed Pt atoms. However, this random distribution corresponds
only to Pt atoms located in the grains of the Ni2Si layer, showing
an almost flat distribution in the entire layer. Figure 7 presents the
comparison between the APT 1D profile of these diluted Pt atoms
and the SIMS profile. According to the kinetic regime B, the left
part of the SIMS profile should correspond to solute Pt atoms
located in the grains and exhibiting a slow diffusivity compared
to GBs. The lattice diffusion coefficient should be linked to the

Fig. 4. Comparison between Ga concentration profiles measured by SIMS (squares)
and APT (squares for diluted atoms and triangles for the entire Ga distribution) in
the same Ga-doped Ge substrate.

Fig. 5. Platinum SIMS profiles measured in a 150 nm-thick polycrystalline Ni2Si layer
sandwiched between two thin SiO2 layers (<10 nm), before (black solid line), and
after (red solid line) diffusion (annealing at 450°C for 1 h).

Fig. 6. Platinum diffusion profiles measured by APT in a 100 nm-thick polycrystalline
Ni2Si layer: in a single grain (solid line), a single GB (solid squares), and a single triple
joint (solid triangles) (Portavoce et al., 2012a). The maximum error in the three pro-
files measured by APT is shown in the figure legend.
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diffusion length shown in Figure 5 (purple line), determined from
the comparison between the profiles measured before and after
annealing. However, the APT profile shows that the solute Pt
atoms diffused through the entire layer, and that the Gaussian dis-
tribution on the left does not correspond to diluted Pt atoms
located in grains. Consequently, the SIMS profile does not corre-
spond to diffusion kinetic regime B. The diffusion solution of the
kinetic regime B should not be used in this case. Only 2D

numerical simulations taking into account the experimental initial
distribution (black solid line in Fig. 5), the average size of the
grains, and the annealing conditions should be able to extract
the diffusion coefficients in grains and GBs. The difference
between the SIMS and the APT profile closer to the surface
could be due to the formation of Pt clusters that were not
observed by APT due to a low bulk density.

Figure 8a presents the comparison between the Ge lattice dif-
fusion coefficients measured in Si single crystal (black solid line)
and in 40 nm-wide Si nanocrystals (red solid line) (Portavoce
et al., 2008, 2010, 2016). Ge diffusion is found to be faster in Si
nanocrystals. The diffusion coefficient in nanocrystals was mea-
sured in nanocrystalline Si layers using 2D and 3D simulations
from the SIMS profiles shown in Figure 8b (Portavoce et al.,
2008, 2010, 2016). The part of the profile mainly depending on
lattice diffusion is the Gaussian part centered at the depth of
150 nm. Again, SIMS profiles are needed to determine diffusion
coefficients, but APT can be used to check the validity of the
model used to extract the diffusivities. In the present case, the dif-
fusion kinetic increase of Ge atoms in the Si nano-grains could be
related to the presence of diffusion short-circuits located in the
grains, such as dislocations for example. In this case, the Ge dis-
tribution in the grains should be modified by the defects and the
Ge distribution should not be random. Figure 8c presents an APT
volume measured after annealing in the sample in which the
SIMS profile (solid squares) presented in Figure 8b was measured.
The distance separating the SIMS crater from the region analyzed
by APT was ∼0.3 cm. Only the Ge atoms (red points) are pre-
sented. The section of the volume is 40 × 40 nm2 corresponding
to the average lateral size of the Si nano-grains, and its depth is
larger than 300 nm. Ge atoms are randomly distributed in the vol-
ume, no sign of defect-mediated Ge fast diffusion was detected
(Portavoce et al., 2017). The corresponding APT profile is in
good agreement with the SIMS profile (Fig. 8b), in particular in
the region where the profile variations are mainly controlled by
lattice diffusion. Consequently, APT measurements confirm the
validity of the 2D and 3D models used to measure the Ge diffu-
sion coefficients, suggesting a real lattice diffusion enhancement
in Si nano-grains, probably due to an increase of vacancy concen-
tration in Si nanocrystals (Portavoce et al., 2017).

Polycrystalline material properties (e.g., mechanical, electrical)
can significantly depend on the impurity segregation at GBs. It is
thus important to be able to quantify the concentration of GB seg-
regating impurities. Furthermore, segregation coefficients and
segregation activation energy measurements are used to predict
the influence of processing and aging on material properties.
APT measurements give access to 1D, 2D, and 3D atomic distri-
butions, allowing quantitative concentration measurements in
extended defects such as GBs and dislocations (Blavette et al.,
1999; Seol et al., 2011, 2013). For example, Figure 9a shows a
2D Pt concentration map in a polycrystalline Ni2Si layer. The dif-
ference of Pt concentrations among Ni2Si grains (dark blue sur-
faces), GBs (light blue lines), and TJs (yellow-red peaks) is
obvious (Portavoce et al., 2012b). The concentration ratio between
grain and GB (segregation coefficient) can easily be measured
using the 1D profile (Fig. 9b) determined along the red line
shown in Figure 9a. However, equilibrium segregation isotherms
are usually characterized by high segregation concentrations in
defects for low bulk concentrations (Eugène et al., 1991). APT
appears to be a suitable technique for measuring segregation con-
centrations in GBs (Seol et al., 2011, 2013), but its detection limit
may be too high for measuring the bulk concentration (in grains)

Fig. 7. Comparison between Pt concentration profiles measured by SIMS (red line)
and APT (blue line) in the same polycrystalline Ni2Si layer annealed at 450°C for
1 h after Pt implantation.

Fig. 8. Experimental data concerning Ge diffusion in nano-crystalline Si (Portavoce
et al., 2016): (a) comparison between Ge lattice diffusion coefficients in Si macro-
scopic single crystal (black line) and Si nanocrystal (red line) versus the inverse of
temperature (T) normalized to the Si melting temperature (Tm

Si); (b) germanium
SIMS profiles measured before (open squares) and after (solid squares) Ge diffusion
at 850°C compared with the APT Ge concentration profile measured in the same sam-
ple after diffusion (solid line); and (c) APT volume corresponding to the Ge concen-
tration profile shown in (b), only the Ge atoms are presented (red points). The green
points correspond to Ni atoms from the Ni layer deposited at room temperature on
the sample surface during FIB sample preparation.
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in equilibrium with the GB concentration. In contrast, SIMS mea-
surements allow low bulk concentration measurements, but are
not quantitative in GBs due to matrix effects. Thus, nano-SIMS
and APT coupling seems to be a worthwhile solution for study
GB equilibrium segregation. Indeed, APT can be used to calibrate
the nano-SIMS intensity in the case of higher bulk concentrations,
in order to use nano-SIMS to measure bulk concentration in equi-
librium with GB segregation concentration, the GB concentration
being measured by APT.

Summary

Due to the substantial scale difference between SIMS (micrometric
scale) and APT (atomic scale) data, correlative SIMS and APT
measurements offer significant benefits for atomic redistribution
studies (diffusion, segregation, precipitation, etc.). APT can be
used to confirm the reliability of SIMS profiles (matrix effect, mix-
ing effect, etc.), as well as to validate the consistency of the diffusion
models (kinetic regimes, boundary conditions, etc.) used to mea-
sure diffusion coefficients from SIMS profiles. APT allows the accu-
racy of these diffusion models (clusters analysis, contribution of
grain and GB distributions in the global diffusion profile, etc.) to
be improved thanks to its atomic resolution. In the case of polycrys-
talline materials, coupling SIMS and APT measurements allows the
global atomic distribution measured by SIMS and the local GB and
grain distributions measured by APT to be compared, bringing an
interesting outlook on atomic transport mechanisms. Furthermore,
correlative nano-SIMS and APT measurements offer the possibility
to study equilibrium GB segregation in the case of very diluted solid
solutions.
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